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Safety' and ·~ecurity nabs ··burglar
BY COLLEEN BACK

Xavier~ s Department of Safety and .

posed to sing 'Happy. Birthday' to
her."
. · · After the victim·· called security,
.: Russell responded. The woman gave
. a detailed description of the intruder
and Russell . began . a .search. on· the .
ground flo_or ofKuhlman Hall.·

Security seems. to have solved three
cases of aggravated buglary with·the
apprehension·· of William Cain, 24:
Two of these. cases date ·back . to
Feb.21, 19M:~' · · ... · .
·
Cain, a non-.student frotn. Cincinnati, was caught'by Xavier Officer
Thomas Russell, after' a female ·
Kuhlman Hall resident · informed ·
him of an intruder who entered her·
room at 1:4~
Sept. ~. . .

am;

According to the report, which was
filed in the Department ofSafety'and
Security, the complainant was sleep··
ing and awoke to find '/amale standing beside h_!:r bed with his pants
partially ·removed ... He said .his.
name
Mike and that he was sup.:,
.

was

Cain turned himself in at the 4th
District Station~ He signed a confession admitting his involvement in the
Sept. 5' incident as. well as the two
.Feb. 21 incidents. ·-

The latter two· incideh~~ included
"much of the same events;" accorWithin minutes, Russell spotted ding .to Xavier Safety .and Security
and detained a man who fit the com- Chief Michad Couch. In one of the
pl~inant's description. The complai- February incidents, however, ten
nant positively.identified Cain as the dollars was missing from a victim's
·
room. This co.nstitutes aggravated
intruder minutes later. ,
A warrant for Cain's arrest was not burglary.
signed by the complain;nt thai:
According to Couch, the latter innight.' However, subsequent in- cidents· revealed no clues as to the in~
: vestigation into. two reports which · · truder's identity except for the two
were filed Feb. it, 1984, offered
complainants' descriptions, which
. enough.,..evidence to get- a warrant closely match that of Cain.
··'from Cincinnati Police District 4.
Cincinnati Police have chnged
Before the warrant was signed, Cain with two counts .of aggravated

;

Safety Tips

The Department of Safety and
Security offers these safety tips to
residence hall students:
1. If a person without a key
wants to be admitted into a
residence hall, do not admit
burglary, and.one count is now penthe person if he I she is not
ding. A preliminary hearing is set for
familiar. If problems arise,
Sept. 21, 1984.
·
contact a Resident Assistant,
Hal~ Director or Safety and
Couch cre<Uts Russell for his proSecurity immediately:
mpt action and success in finding
2. Alway secure (lock) residence
Cain. Couch also acknowledges that·
hall rooms, whenever both
·without immediate student input"
roommates are out of· the
after an incident, the Department of
room - if even for a few
. Safety and Se<;urity is operating at a
moments. Care should be
disadvantage.
. ·
taken to do this at night.
3. Always secure the suite door
·''With the cooperation of the
even at night.
students involved, we were able to.·
4. Immediately call the Departsolve 3 counts of aggravated
ment of Safety and Security
burglary,'.' Couch reported. "This is
if something suspicious oc. a prime example of how the student
. curs. The sooner the depart. populace and the Department of
·ment is notified, the higher
Safety and Security can interact
the chances arc of the· protogether and virtually eliminate
blem being resolved.
crime on campus:''

':Xavier Admissions . Office
~il-8s rec9nf Xi.J gradUates
BY CAROL BROSS

<The Admissions Office welcomes
to· its staff this •year three . recent
· graduates of Xavier. Mary Spraul,
Terri FrietS<:h, and Kathleen McCann
are now full-time admissions
counselors for the office.
Their job is to promote Xavier and
recruit high school students from
cities across the U.S.
. Each is assigned a specific
. ·geographical . region in which to
work. They visit the high schools in
that area, giving speeches, ·answering
questions and collecting applications
from students.
·
·
··- · Mary Spraul, an industrial relations major, is a 1984 graduate. She
was ·a. member of the Xavier News
..'
.
.
. ,
,
.
. . .:
_. ... ,. . ....:. ,··.
.. .
•
. Plloto
The new Xavier Admlssloni CounHiors ere (boHom to top) Teily. Frlet.Ch, staff last year and now uses her comMary Spreul, Kathleen McCann, Cel~stlne Goodlove en~ Lerry.SpHzmueller. munications skills as a .counselor.

Spraul is assigned to the Cleyeland,
Akron and Youngstown area and
leaves next week to begin her work.

These three, along with Celeste
Goodloe, a ·Wooster College
graduate, and Larry Spitzmueller a
graduate of the lJniversity_ of Cincinnati, will work in the respective
regions until Thanksgiving.

Terri Frietsch, also a 1984
graduate' majored in communication
arts. As a student, she was ·a
cheerleader and an active member of
At that time, they will return to
the Stud~nt Activities Council
(SAC). Originally from Maryland, · Xavier and spen<;l the remainder of
Frietsch will be working in the East the school ye;~r reviewing applications
and giving tours to students. They
Coast area.
·
will also handle acceptance letters,
A graduate of 1982, Kathleen Mc- phone calls, and receptions for future
Cann, has a degree in psychology. As Xavier students.
a native of Chicago, McCann return·
When asked how she felt about
ed home this week to cover the
Chicago, ... Detroit, ;and Milwaukee returning to Xavier, McCann com·
. mented, "It's greati to be back in
region.
' ' 1 ':'
Cincinnati. It really (eels good to sell
McCann will not ony sell Xavier in
something you kriow about and feel
general, but is trained as a recruiter
for potential tennis players at Xavier.
strongly about."
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·Jesuit volunteerjplns XU Campus. Ministry staff
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BY: KAREN' VENNEMEYER. . . . _.!_0 students, explaining\he detail; .. of Volunteer Prpgrain is to broaden our living in the ·poorer areas are llnable Sept.. 25 to become fa!J1iliar with t~e
personal awareness of social inj~stice ·to vote has led the effort to help programs and Lhe people involved m
-Mike. C?vera, ·.. the .ll~~ •·. Jes~it ~t~e- Stud~ntVolu.~tel~: rrogram.
..
them
to, e.ncourage oU:r own personal rhem register . .:..··
r.
volunteer for ~,Peace and]usucey >·: • ·<: •-· · . :·.:.;;_:;.:·:~.. · · .
growth
and.
development.
Parr
i>t
'
. Program~ ,v1ill be involved t!lis yearin·:: • .Cavera. i~ .a gradil~~~: of Michigan
that is developing a simple lifestyle-- ·Student volunteers who are alreadY' · "The philosophy of the Dorothy
Xavier's' Cainpus Ministry, act~ng as Sta~~ Un.iversitf:. wi~~~;a<:d.egrc;~. in
:
an·d.living
with the poor." Cavera ·registered voters of Hamilton County Day h,ouse revolves around broaden· ·the liaison betWeen the St. Vtncent SocJal·Work.:·H.¢ hat;;l\ra<;ta.ced as a
are asked to contact Cavera if they are ing the student's experience of
. DePautand.P3X·Christi groups.
socHd worker for tht¢t~y~ars,with the said.
interested . in·· becoming deputy ·what's· going on in the world ·and
·
· · ··.·•
· · .: : ·· · · ·.
. . develoj:uneotally disa~led: ·:- .
·registrars. This would enable people combining that with social analysis
In
light
of
this,
Cavera
stressed
. · '.Cavera .also will be, coordinating :.: ;;· Cave_ra beta~e :~~- ~~pber· of the
the Student Volu'nteer Program with·· Jesuit. Volunteer: Corp;,.J.V.C., a ·.that it ·is for the benefit of the in the poorer areas te vote and par- and social reflection on these issues.
ticipate in tlie po.litical process.
· That process, we hope, leads to
EmilY ·B.esl which will assist students .. Jesuit'sponsored . volunteer · program volunteers to stay in Over-.the-Rhine
spiritual discernment of the"p:Jrt ~f
_iri~_carryi,ng out. the programs t~ey.: :·fo.r lay peopl~.over the_a~e o(2~ in to hdp their awareness ofwhat it is
the students and the decision for
Students
are
weJcome
to
an
open
(ike_:to
live
in
these
areas.
.
.
want-toprusue tn Peace andJus_uce.,,. Augustp(thJs,yc:a~::•' .. : .... : <· .:
The ·a,waren~ss that many people house at the ,Doro.thy Day House on · social action,'' Cavera said.
:·: A han'dboOk will soon be accessible' :'·'• "One· oft he purposes of theJesuit
,
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Balloons symbolize dance.

News B·riefs

,
··
·
. .
·· 1
.
·
• In recognition of Ban11ed Books 6 pm.
8\' MICHAEL O'NEILL
will cost n¢· each. Sterling Cut 61ass hot .air balloon," said Liz Costello', ,
Week, Sept. 8-15, McDonald Library· • The Mermaid Tavern will be
have. provided etched goblets with SAC member, "imd that where youis displaying a selection of books holding a me_eting . on Thursday-, . T~~ ~heme of ths year's ~om~compictures of hot air balloons on them. ,go depends on· which way the wind's
which have been banned or censored Sept. 20 at 8 p:m. in the Hinkle Hall mg IS Up, Up·and Away, ·;as 10 the
. Perhaps the most interesting thing blowing."
throughout history. An explanation Conference Room. Free refreshments -song. Consequenty, there wdl be alot
abou.t the dance is the prize being
of who banned each book and why is will ·be served. All writers are of balloons floating around camp~,ts
·
until the dance, including two full
given away. The winner of the lottery
The hot air b~loon will be leaving
included in the display. Of special in- welcome.
·
.
of ticket buyers can take his (or her) the·Xavier campus with . the winning
terest is an 18th century protest of the • There will be a Friends of Jesus size hot air ballo.oons.
9: 30 p.m. in
The- dance will ~e on Saturday,
date on a champagne hot air balloon · couple at 5: 30 pm the night before
Church's suppression of the Jesuit meeting .from 7: 30
the dance. In addition· there will be a
the University Cenu:r's Hearth Sept. 29 at the Cla,rion Bronze· Room
ride the evening before the dance.
order.
se'cond'balloon tethered ther~ to give
• The Ohio Reagan-Bush '84 cam- Room. Area adults with Mental (formerly Stouffer~. the same place
The reasons for it being die night any· Xavier student a •ride and this
paign is seeking ·student volunteers . Retardation join Xavier students and as last year) fr?m 10 pm until 2 am.'
·willing to actively help re-elect Presi- Bellarmine Parishioners to share The band wdl be Four Play. A oefore rather than the night of the will last about 2 hours.
, dent Reagan and Vice President scripture and friendship. Volunteers limited ~umber (350) of ticket~ will · dance are not readily apparent, b~t · · The winners will .be announced at
a video-in, in the grill, but no date
Bush. A two:hour meeting for in- · are needed! Contact. t~e Campus be ~ld at $15.00 each:Snacks wd.l be. once explained are obvi()us. '.'You
· provided, and beer and soft drmk~ have t.o remember that you are in a for this has been set.
terested students will be held Sun- Ministry Office. ·.
day, Sept. 16, at 3 pm at Ohio . • The office of Women's Issues will
Reagan-Bush Headquarters - 16 E. host an open house at Dorothy Day
Broad Street, Columbus 43215. For for faculty· and staff, on September
FALL ELECTIONS '84 .
. .
more information, or . if you are 25, from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. Faculty
unable to attend, write or call Calire and staff will be invited to share their COMMUTER COUNCIL
Vote on: September 26-28
, .
. Senate meetings ·have been
Prechtel or Renee Kartavich, major concerns about women's issues ·
Commuter Council, a branch· of sctleduled for every Thursday at 4:00
JJiiiversity Center Lobby
that they would like to see addressed SGA, is there for all commuters and . pm in the OKt Rom in the University
'.
614/461-4000.
. 10 am.- 2:30pm
• Pax Christi will meet on Wednes- this year at Xavier. At 3 p.m., the is your voice in SGA. Sixty-five perCenter. Contact Don at X3560 for
Unversity Center, outside the
day, Sept. 19. The meeting will be open house will continue around all cent of you commute te--school and
more information. All are welcome
.
Grill.
held at' 2 pm in' the Dorothy Day of the activites at Dorothy Day · are. very important to .the Student to these meetings.
'
io
am
- 2:30pm
Women's
Issues,
Earthbread,
St.
House. All are invited to attend.
Government Association and Com- UPCOMING EVENTS
• Earthbread will meet on Thurs., Vincent DePaul, Pax Christi; and muter Council. Because of the great September 21 MOVIE: "Big Chill"
Alter Hall Lobby
10 am - 2:30 ~m
Sept~ 20. The meeting will be held at
Amnesty International. On Wed., need to ·communicate with you, ·September 24 Ken Weber,
3 pm in the Dorothy Day House. Sept. 26, the open house continues Commuter Council will begin their
Sullivan Hall
Hypnotist
for students. Anyone unable to at- own Commuter Council in the X;U. September 29 Homecoming at the
All are invited to attend.
10
2:30pm
• Amnesty lnternationa~ will meet tend can show up on Thurs., Sept. .·NEWS. This column will include inClarion
Your
vote
can
make the
Thurs., Sept. 20 at 4:30 _pm ·at 27, between 7 and 9 p.m. for another formation about issues, events, and
difference!
Dorothy Day House. The purpose of mee~ing on women's issues.
concerns of yours. Also office hours
the meeting is to plan for South
in the Commuter Council office;
Africa Week, Oct. 1-5.
• Alpha Delta Gamma, a national located on the ground floor of··the
• Xavier's Black Student Association social fraternity, is working to Urtviersity .Center, will -start this
General Body meetings for the. fall establish a- chapter at . Xavier. · ~eek. Feel free to stop by any time to
semester will oe held at 3:30p.m. on Students interested in being involved· offer suggestions, commen'ts,
~<rD-Jit;-...
the following dates: Sept. 20, and with this may contact Dave Macke at critisism, or just a friendly "Hello".
Oct. 17 in the Regis Room of the. 341-2808.
E}II{JOY THE ARTS
·
University Center, Nov. 14 in the • The Theology Club will have it's
Senate has approved an agreement
Terrace Room of the- University first meeting Wed. Sept. 26, at 8 with Enjoy the Arts, the fine arts
Center, and Dec. 12 in the OKI p.m. in Marion Hall with a presenta- organization. As more information
Room of the Unversity Center. All tion on Religion and Revolution - . becomes available you will be die
. .
.
.:
students are invited. For more infor- - Nicaragua Perspective, by Dr. Paul first to know.
SAC AND SENATE MEETINGS ··
mation contact .the .Black Student Knitter and Kathy Knitter.
SAC meetings are every Wednes- \
Association's office at X3828, or Ken • Students seeking parttime employment should check the Career Plann- day at 2:00pm in the Regis Room of
Hill at X3119 or X3828.
• The IS Club, systems manage'ment, ing & Placement (CP&P) job boards the Unversity Center. For informawill hold an organizational meeting located outside the .CP&P office and tion about the meetings, contact
in the Hearth ~.oom on Sept. 20 at on the ground floor of Sullivan Hall. Sarah or Joe at X3205.
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with
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with
College I.D.
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. 337 CALHOUN,.
Clifton's Newest Hot Spot Welcomes· ·You Back
MON/WED·

'f

DEAT NITE
FEATURING NEW• MUSIC

lUES·

'fachoet>

a

GOOD

'

p4Rp~-

lt4 AG~~UJZ~f- ·
Improve Your Reading· Speed and
Comprehension from 2 .to 7 times

·~REE INT.RODUCTORY
SESSION
.
.
.
..._,.

~

.'

'

:

':· .

· ,· Cl~~s~s starting . .
-First'week in OctobWr

TIME'S

~'

/

FEATURING MAX'S ALL MAL£ REVIEW
(LAOIES ONLY 8•30 TILL 10•00)

THURS·

GREEK NITE
WHE:RE: E:VE:RYTHING PLUS THE KITCHEN
-SINK 15 ON SPECIAL

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER .
T&STPAE~ SPECwJsTS~E 113e:

..

FRI/SAT·

HAPPY HOURS
8:00 TILL 10:00

(513) 821·2288
Come Vlllt Our Center
n11 Rttdlng Rotd ..
Clnclnnttl, Ohio 46237

.
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·New. professor ·to.
\·teach medical ethics

,

.

<.·

•

.
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BY LINDA FOSTER
it is ''important for people to find
The Philosophy D~parrment has our where the foundations of their
added .a new professor this year to eth!cs comes from and not to accept
teach introductory and · medical
theu values uncritically. People must
ethics. Sr. Marcia Sichol comes to kn.ow. whe~e they are in identifying
Xavier from Georgetown University pnnctples and finding reasons· for
from which she just graduated. Her them," she stated. '
dissertation was written on contem- · The Peace Studies program parporary just war theory a~d nuclear ~icul~rly interests her. Alti-Jough she
war.· ,
ts nor. currently involved in the proAlthough originally from Maine~ gram, she would like to work a great
s~e spent some time in Rosemont,
deal with it in the future.
Pennsylvania as Assistant Dean at
She was very impressed by the peoRosemont College.
ple she inet at Xavjer during her inShe is a member of the sisters of -terview in April and liked their
the Holy Child Jesus, ·an order "openness and friendly spirit.'.'
relatively unknown in this area.
Teaching ·at Xavier is a very
The City of ~incinnati also impressbeneficial experience because she is ed her, although she finds living in
"getting into a Catholic setting." the Midwest "a new experience."
Whi!e she emphasizes she will not be ''To me, west has always been west of
teaching theology, Sichol feels that the Hudson,'.' she said.

Rusl Pholo

.

Xavier President Charles L. purrle and VIce President of Com_munlty Relations Ken Blackwall accept tha Freedom
'·
·
• .
Shrine from
Club
Wilbur Dosh.er.

Three ·Gre~k -organiza~iOns at. XU.
j~in forces--to sp~nsor tog·a party
BY KATIE HUNTER
and $2 without~
. Greek life at Xavier, Beckh~ said .
. Xavier's · three Greek so~J~l. · "We'd like to enco.urage everyone · According to Finn, this patty is to
organizations, Delta· Sigma Pi;" ·pi to wear a toga," Finn said.
''promote a Greek attitude and raise
According to Mjchelle Beckham·,· an awareness of Greeks on campus~''
Alpha Phi, and Theta Phi Alpha; are
cO..sp,onsoring a toga patty on Friday, president of Theta Phi Alpha, the ·
Another purpose is to unite
Sept. 21. The -:-patty is. the~.firs't patty was organized by Finn; Diane
Xavier's Greek organizations. "It's
to .. be sponsored by Xavier's Greek Reese,· sodal,chairman of Theta Phi
easier ·to promote Greek life when
· soda! organizations.
·
Alpha; Doug Schw.eikhatt, president
you're talking ·in terrns. of the Greek
· The toga patty is open to all Xavier . o£ Delta. Sigma Pi,' and Ernie Seta, · system inste'ad of · the individual
students; ~~d,Mike.. Finn, vice pfesV. prc;~ide_rit qfPi-.Aipha Phi. . .
-. organization;'~ Beck bam .explained.
dent ofPf Alpha-Phi'. Stt:identsfrom . · The patty will have. two bands, said· ... .At present, there are about :45
the University of Cincinnati, Miami Beckham. The· first.• the Beatniks,
members in Xavier~s Greek organizaUniversity, ThomaS· Moore College, will play from 8 p.in. to 9 p.in., and
tions, said Finn, who estimates a total
Notthern Kentucky University, and Free Rein will play from 9 p.m. to o£22 new pledges this year. There are
the College of Mount St. Joseph are 1 a.m. There
also be a table for only three fraternities now' said
also invited. It will be held in the Ar- each fraternity to sign up ple.slges-and
Beckham, but there are at least two
mory. A~mission is $1 with a to~a to . answer questions concerning others trying to be recognized.

will

·aE--A ROAD--SCHOLAR. ·

J

Beth Brotkotl Photo

Sr. Marcia Slchol _comes to Xavlar's Philosophy Department from
Georgetown University•

RENT FROMNA110NAL
..t away cancl l•t • frM T·shlrt.

Attention X. U. Students

Getting away this weekend may be ectsier, more fun, and less·
expensive than you think.
··
·.
··
. That's because National rents to 18-year-olds, and gives you
clean, sporty cars at low prices. Absolutely no' mileage charge.
And now afree Road Scholar T-shirt will:help.make your weekl:md a great getaway.
·
·· · · ·· ·
· ·. ·
·
You· can rent at any of the·Nationallocations below. All you
· need is a valid student 10 arid driver's license. Use a major credit
card or subrriit'a cash qu~lifying .appliciltion 24 hours prior to·
rental. You pay for gas and return the car to the reJ1tiilg location.
T-shirt offer good while s~pplies last ·
· ·· ·· · ·

Two students with interest in writing, lay-out and photography (op·
tiona!) ·to serve as co-editors of the ''Musketeer'' Annual. PositionS' pay
$200.00 each semester. Entails approximately 15 hours/week, October
1-June 1. Interested candidates see Shelley Miller, Assistant Director of
Student
Activities
by Septeml!er 26.
·
..
·.
\·

50-· people needed to---lose
weight, gain et:tergy
Counselors needed
Call661-7696 Noon ~ 7 p.m.,
Francis .Herbal Life
I

You deserve
National.·
attention.®

National Car Rental

·~~,
~.7
DAY

lI

Rale available
from4p.m.
Thursdaylo
· 4p.m.
Monday.,
Two· day
minimum.
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"Quality Printing While ¥ou Walt"

Ouallly printing ... Quick aarvlca ..• Ouo.,ble prlceal
• Brochuraa
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Classroom discussion:

,.
j

;

Leads to division_
a~ong

_xu ~tudents

BY ERIC KUNKEL
Gueaf Columnist

Since the beginning of this semester, we all have sat through as least one
classroom discussion which seemingly had no resolution. What did the professor and students do in this difficult situation? They.. probably divided
themselves up into two groups: those who agreed with the professor and those
who did not. Undoubtedly, a good portion of important class time was spent
trying to achieve unanimity in the classroom.
··
This is not the right approach to university education. Why must there
always be that time worn division between the lions and the Christains, the
hawks and the doves or the commies and the Fascists: We aren't politicians,
we are students. The 'men and women'at the front of the class are not trainers,
but educators. It is a professor's job to promote classroom discussion which· is
of value to the learning process ..
- This mea.ns that a professor who encourages pr allows discussion.to split into
opposing factions is not doing his or _her jo~. Gr~nted, certain cla5ses are
designed to present and analyze a particular v1ewpo1~t or s~hool of.thought.
On the other hand ·1 have taken several classes at Xav1er '!}'hlch were supposed
to be "survey" co~rses, but which are taught from a very- definite point of
view. What is worse, in some of these classes I feel as'if I am expected to learn
and be tested on a very limited perspective. These are the c_ourses _which seem
to breed division.
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When my mother read Devanney's
obituary-article in the ·Enquirer, she
said, "Boy, Poug; how would you
like to have all those tides 'and. honor
behind your-, name· someday?" I
never thought much about what was
behind his•name. It/was then that I
realized that tides and degrees don't
mean much when we're dead; it's
who we were·.- not what we were. that
people remember.-

: ***

THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK:
P_eop~e who are eager to leam
. knowledge merely in order to impress.
· others will quickly forget what they
have learned .. He who seeks to learn _,
for .the sake of learning anc:l.out of
natural . curiosity will ·. retain that ·
knowledge :longer.
·

.Doug Mol{ is a junior psychology
major.
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Panned Books

The statements and · opinions of the Xavier
News are not necessarily thole of the student

.·

ting ''BACH! BACH!'' after .listen.
ing.:to a piece by. that composer,
. Devanney once commented·.
that the .ultimate ' question any
philosopher must. answer is whether
or not there is any justification of the
continuance of human life. His all
too-short life surely helped to convince many students that there is.

.

Reprintina of articles or ciutoons withoui per···
mission of the author and/or the Xavier News is
prohibited.

I

one~ had us quite emotionally chan~

Progressive
Paradigms·

Entered as third class matter at the. U.S. Post
.
Office under per111it number 127$.

.
·.....

The .days are growing depressingly mark of every great teacher: love of
We, the_ students, are not allowed in these. types of courses to use our own
good judgement and intelligence to evaluate and assimilate information shorter, a brisk nip is invading the knowledge; a l'!ve of teaching, arid
presented to us in a large .and varied body. I think that sometimes a professor nighttime air, and once-green leaves . a n a b i li 1 y .t o: . t e a c h .
will'become overimpressed with his own pow~r or edt~cation. Obviously,.pro~ · ·'are turning ugly and falling to their
fessors have a larger pool of information 'to draw upon. This is what makes the deaths; Ah; autumn, that season -of
distinction between professors and students. But we must be given the same mystery which leaves death in its
freedom to learn in an unbiased environment as the professors themselves wake ... also gives birth to a new
expect.
-cschool year (how fitting). Procrastination always seems to be our preferred
behavior (or at least mine) during
The next time that a classroom dicussion seems· to be turning into a team
'
. by
boxing event where people are trying to either prove or disprove the ideas of these first few weeks (first few mo~- --·
Doug Moll
the professor, one might try introducing a fresh idea, wit~out being afraid ths, etc.), but begin again we_must,
that the argument is unwanted. If the professor is worth his salt, he will realize ancl I must begin this · column. . ·
the importance of the contribution and maybe it will start a ''free-for--aiL'' At·
Mr. D~vanney was the type of per:
least that way, a greater number of ideas will be introduced to the· discussion,
Forgive me if the format seems a bit , son who loved to find out something·
and maybe everyone will learn something new.
loose: the only rule ·ot regulation I new about the'• universe,. to learn a
Establish new ideas. Don't continue to try to prove the invincibility of old
.,
like is the one that .says, "think for · previously unknown fact,· to probe
ones.
yourself," which, · unfortunately, the ·philosophies of all the great
seems to .be becoming more and thinkers. His enthusiasm for learning
made us- want to learn, his energized··
niore censored all th~ time.
teaching ma,de it easier and fun for us
present President of the United
States).
to do so.-If-all teachers (including
~
'/- .
We alre~dy. have some idea of
***
.professors; of course) were as inspirational as Devanney was; I don •t think
This past ju_ne, Me: Lawrence · ·there would be a "rising tide of
where all this is going to lead lis: a
To The Editor:
profes~or of English tell_ \ls that a Devanney, adjuqct. associate· pto- . m_ediocrity'' in·ourschool systems.
Youceditorialist of Sept. 13 leaves
..-·
. bool )S worthy because It has been fessor of mathematics here at Xavier
out a very important altern·ative of. banned. In other words, it is·.: ' math and humanities teacher at ·st:
·~ ~ '
the regulation of conduct on public
praiseworiliy. because _it has ~ee~.· Xavier High School, died following··
Fo~ him, life ~ithouta kno'wledge.
property: that one small group
-fo~nd o~e~slve; gpg~:,-~ecause 1 ~ lS an operation fora_ brain tumor; It was .. of the humanities was a shallow one
should set all the standards. With
indeed, but life without a knowledge
evll. If ~l11s 1s not die same t~ranmcal · a shock to everyone-he was only 48
regards to books, as well as in other
mentahty. that gave l!_S W,ar 1s Peace•·--years old. 1 was a humanities student . of mathematics wa5 no life at all. He
political areas, the intellectuals seem
Freedom 1s Slavery, etc.,the att~m~t of Devanney's. at St. Xavier, and 1 . found riiadfematieal relationships in
to favor this alternative. This is why
to under~ut. all sy~t-~~~' of value m can proudly say that he was one of. everything, from Dante's Inferno~ to
they favor democracy only so long as
the music of Bach, whieh he obviousorder to 1mpose a sy~fm of values, the . best ·teachers. 1 .ever had. He
they are w,inning _:_ -and i:hen cry
ly preferred over Beethoven's· emothen it certainly has that tendency.
possessed that very rare tripartite
''foul'' at the victory of the other side
.
.
..
··T
/'combination
of
qualities
that
is
the
tional
mood swings, although he
(witness the utter hate directed at' the
BenJamm R. u . er
.
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Coach Cappul-o eomm8nts
011 men's. soccer this·year
T_he following is {Z questions and
answers interview_ with Coach
Capun:o -{!uGUssingcthe·soccer season ·
Ill present. The inlef'lliew WIIS submit'
ted -&y' ::the ·Xavier. Athletic.
Department. ·
... MINUS THE LAST EIGHT
SECONDS OF •THE EVANSVILLE
GAME;· HOW. WOULD YOU.
CHARACTERIZE THE GAME?
· lt.was the first game of the season,
and Evansville always gives us a good
game. They are a good team. As a
matter. of fact,' I· believe that if _we
would have finished the game as a
. tie, that ~e·would have been the real
winner:
Their coach had-pulled his starters
because 'they ·were tired, when we
tied the score he put everybody back
in. Ouueam'aid not perform as well
as I expected, but it was the first
game of the season.

FROM OIKENEN OR;IKONEN?· . .
I think that they are doing fine,·
· but we were lacking an element· at
the midfield to support them. Den:
nis O'Leary has filled-that gap.
..... WHO IS O'LEARY AND HOW
DID HE MAKE THE TEAM?.
· - I will tell you a: story, a story that I
have read about in the soccer
magazines,. that most schools ·come
up with an outstanding player - eight
out of ten cases that talent was a
walk-on.,
In the six years that I. have been coach
here I have had. walk-ons. But· we
never lucked out and could say, ''We
really lucke'd out and this is talent
that is usable." O'Leary is the exception to the rule.
·

be as-good as the_aiumni. Som~ day
we,will not be able to field a team
that.will show as· much talent and as
much saavy as; our currentvarsity. '
OHIO. ST~TE GAME OVER 30
SHOTS ON GOAL,. AND-WITH
·MANY PENALTIES· FOR THE
BUCKEYES
. '
It was a-physical game, and we will
have a few more ofthese games this
year.
You outplay, you outshoot your.
opponent, and you hit-crossbars and
you hit goalposts .and' you sit on the
sidelines an4 you think, "Is this going to be one of those nights?"
Jaugin ·moved from the goal to a
wing striker position and had an
assist to Riama. Riama I am very .
pleased with. He is going to be a
good player in the next few years. He
has speed, he is a good dribbler, ana·
although most coaches don't like that
in a player, I think-that is what is
needed in a good striker.
. Anytime your man can go through ·
a man 1 on 1, and if you can do that
consistantly, then that is good.
Riama is a good shot, and as I have
said before, he moves well laterally,
and plays well off the ball. The Ohio
State Coach even mentioned how
well we moved off the ball .

ALUMNI GAME'
The alumni had a strange plan.
What I wanted to do originally waS to
put all the second stringers in there
WHAT ABOUT DEFENSE? OF- _for the better portion of the first half,
FENSE? THEY OUTSHOT US 2-l.
J,ecause I wanted the first team to
Our. main problem was at mid- go in there and. play c~tch-upball.·I
field.
now have some help in that wanted them to get on the field when
area with a walk-on named O'Leary.
they were two goals down.
Dennis has made a big difference in ~ Unfortunately the alumni. had
our midfield.
' more talent than we had out there. I
did not th~nk they would be in very
ON.TOM ARMSTRONG -THE .gopd shape- I was wrong, many are
G<:>~·- ...,;.: .. ;.:.
·.. '
: playing club ball and 'are in good
ONPETRI·
I
I have . said from the beginning shape.
Last year when he was a freshman,
that the reason Armstrong is here is
everybody left him alone and he had
-- that he could do the job, and that he
Most of the alumni know the game
a little more freedom. This year,
will get' better and better every year. . and played a very good one against
everyone knows who he is, and Riama
He is not doing· anything extraor- my young tro1,1ps. They knew to allow
dinary, I haye come to expect good the pace to slow down when they .now has the freedom. People will
find out about him soon enough,
performances from him. I don't want were up. I told my varsity that they
to put too much pr~ssure ·on his should expect ·a tough team - they · and then teams cannot double· team
them both: ·The team is looking for
should~rs. but he knows-that we de- made believers out of us.
..
pend on him.
. We are a young team, and by the Riama, unfortunat~fy, and I am try~
_ ARE YOU EXPECTING MORE time I am done with them, they will ing to get therri our·of that habit.

-we

.- ,_

. . .- · .

. Teny F11g Photo

Co1ch C1ppui'O feels his te1m will Improve l i the Hison progresses.

V-ball
team· tames Polar· Bears,
.
sweeps ONU in three. straight
~

,

. BY BILL FELDHAUS

Xavier three more points. A spike by . difficult to handle_the rest of game .
Xavier's Colleen Seithel made it ~-2 . one, a combined Groll-Hipskind
Extending their winning streak to· Xavier.-.
block ended the game at 15-9.
two games, the Lady Musketeers
JW· nearly blew the lead by missXavier raced to an 8-llead in ganie
v~lleyball 'team pounded the .Polar ing some spikes of their own, narrow- . , two, which was sparked by the ·servBears of Ohio Nortl!ern in straight! 1 ing the difference. t? 6-5. But the ing of senior _Lib~y Carne~. Car!les
games 15-9 ·15-8 . 15-8 ·.laSt Saturday: · Lady Musketeers regau~ed composure _ served four pomts m a row mcludang
1
· afternoon 'at the . s~limidt . Field .and reeled off seven unanswered\ two consecutive service winners. Jodi
Thelan continued to-set up h« teamHouse. The Lady Musketeers Now points.
stand at 5~loverall and are off_to a
The assault began with some fine mates for the kills. Despite another
very encouraging start.
net.play featuring setterJodi Thelan uprising late in the game, Xavier :won
and I:Iitters Beth Groll, Suzie 'Hip" game two by the scoie"of 15~8.
At the .-start of the first gaine the skind, and Colleen Seithel. A Thelan
· Polar Bears. came out growling and to Scithel kill was followed .by a :·
Game three saw more superb
Btlh Broc:kolt Photo ·
drew first blood. On their first , Thelan to Groll kill. After a mis5ed Xavier serving·- this time executed
possession, Ohio.;Northern capitaliz- spike, .· 5-foot-10 Hipskind solidly_ by Beth ·Groll. To open the g~e Sharon MOorman goes up for the kill against Ohio Northern Saturday Iller·
· ed on an XU miscue and a dink by tilocked a Polar Bear spike for Groll serV-ed a pair of aces. She col~ noon In the Fieldhouse.
. -~
P9lar Bear setter Jacque Strahley to another XU point.
.
leered two more before relinquishing
take a 2-0 lead; ThiS was the last time
· the ball. Xavier held another com.
AfterapairofsideoutsitwasHip- mandinglead at 6-0.
.
the Polar Bears would hold a lead in
any ofthe_. three_.._games.
· skind's turn to serve. She served an · Ohio Northern followed suit by
Low·
ace and two more -service winners.
threatening again, .aS it had done in
XU sophomore Patty·B~ns block· ·Hipskind's impressive display was ·games one. and t\Vo. But once again_
Autos - Cycles.;. Tenants
·· ed a Polar Bear spike for Xavier's.first followed by a '-successful dink ex·. the Polar Bears came up shon, and
~
· ·
;D. ~ · ·-·· .
point .. Three corise~utive .inissed ecuted by Freshman Renee Townley:., Xavier .went ori to duplicate their se~.
~.
B' Uof""'i
sp_ikes by Ohio Nonhero handed .Alt!tough the Polar Bears were more cond game score, 15~8; ., . · ·
L-...:.:;~::.:::::.::::..;::::._ _;;;;;;._ __;;,;,...;._ _ _ _ _..;..._~..;;..;;;.;;;....:.;;;_;..a
Sport• R1 port., .
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BY TIM SASSEN and . CINDA
KEEFER

Duffy to perform at Xavier
Xavier University Department of
music presents Amy Marianne
Duffy, flutist, at Maxwelton Hall
on Xavier's Edgecliff campus,
Sunday, ,Sept. 23. at 4:00pm.
The recital program will include
the C.P.E. Back. "Sonata in A '
minor .for. die flute alone" aii'd
selections by Bouquet and
Dutilleux.
To conclude ~he program, Miss
Duffy will be joined by Jean Marie
Hoover., sophomore at Xavier, in
performing ''Allegro Militair'' for '
rwo flutes and piano by Joachim
Andersen. The ·performance is
free and open ·to the public. A
reception. will foll.ow the concen:

''Hypnotist Returns';
Ken Weber nationally known
hypnotist and mentalist will be
performing Monday, •Sept. 24, 2
pm and 8 pm 'in X.U. Theatre.
Admission is $2.00 with XU I.D.
He is being presented by SAC.
News week magazine said Ken
Weber is orie'of the "most recommended" performers for collc;ge
audiences. His show is a highly
entertaining and very funny
demonstration of the incredible
powers of the mind. Using
members of the audience he has
never met he guaratnees you will
see things you will NEVER see cin
television!"

Libertarian Bergland to campaign in Cincy
For those who bet on longshots,
Libenarian presidential candidate
James Bergland will be viSiting ·.
Cincinnati on Friday, Sept. 28.
Following a 10 aln press con·
ference, Bergland will be speaking

on the Jan Michaelson Show on
WCKY 1530AM at 11 am.
. At 3 p.m. Bergland will be
speaking at the University of Cincinnati Law School in· Room lis
of Taft Hall. The publids invited
· to be in attendance at the program and: also is welcome. at a 6
pm. recepi:ioh at the Cindnnati
Club down on Garfiell:f Place. ·

.

.

·Watching the.TV v.s.
Watching TV
·

There -is a difference berween
watching 'the TV and watching TV
and· the best means of separating
the casual observer from the
student$ of tClevision is to bring
up a little sampling of nerwork
· trivia.
·
It 'seems that TV Guide
·America's television niag~zine has
moved into the games market
with yet an()ther triva game. It
goes by the ingenious title of ''TV
Game" and it, ·like others in its
class, separates topicsinto 6 divisim:ts: Drama, ComedY,, Movies,
News, Spons, and Kids.
·
The· questions "were' accumulated by the editorS of the
magazine. The game is designed
for two to 20 players and lists for
$25 .. And okay,. okay, here's a
sample of the items:
Drama: When· it went off the
air in 1975, this Western was the
longest~ running dramatic series in
TV history.
Comedy: Who playedJeannie's
master in '·'I Dream .of Jeanie"
(1965-1970)?.
Movies: This unlikely songand-dance man played Sky
Masterson in the 195 5 filming of
"Guys and Dolls". .
·
News: What did Walter
<;::ronkite say when Apollo 11 's
lunar moduale touched down on
the surface of the moon?

The above p_oie
13·18.

Ballet~ s n~w seasQnJeap$·-

into nightS of success
BY JODY HElL

The Cincinnati Ballet Company's
(CBC) 1984-85 season takes off with
a flying leap l!5 evenings of diverse
si:yles filled Music-Hall ori September
13, 14, and 16. Scotch Symphony en. titles the first program of the CBC
this fall - a program that includes~·

Scotch Symphony, Concerto Barocco,
and With Tembrel and-Dane, Praise
His Name.
Th·e first~w~J.wo works are·
choreography by the -late _George
Balanchine,_who died in the spring of
1983. This year.,. the Cincinnati
Ballet's season will include several of
Balanchine's pieces, most notably
Tchaikovsky ·Pas de Deux, in. tribute
to his creative innovations in the
realm of pure dance unaccompanie4. ·
by story. _
The evening begins with Concerto
Barocco, a study . in· forms· set to
Bach's "Conceno for-Two Violins in
D minor'.'. This work is ·a decorative
piece; an uncluttered visual and aural
experience without a stocyline; it
· resembles a life-size kaleidoscope of
synchoronized snowflakes. '
.
Balanchine's conception of Concerto Barocco, originally performed
in1941, regards the cors de ballet as.·
-more than.backgro4nd material; the_
choreography involves the corps m,ore
· than most traditional cla5sical pieces.
As the lesser instruments answer the
. principal violins, th~ corps responds
·· to the: solist dancers like stategically ·
· placed}lominoes that fall in pattern.
..
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These dancers' fone is emotional,
The only flaw in this otherwise
beautifuly. danced _sequence results . expressionistic d~ncing, arid tney exfrom the choreography's emphasis on plode with force and power, in. such
symmetry of motion and timing. an outlet. This piece exercises: their
When the 3Spect of perfection is capabilities and broadens their.
·
stressed and magnified in the eye of limitS. .
The
production,
first
choreothe. audience, a single misplaced arm
or syncopated step looks like a major graphed in .. l958 by James Truitte
and revised by him for their premiere
mistake._ ·
,·
in 1975, is a medley of spirituals put
The second work,· Scoich Sym- to dance.
.
phony; has the Scottish Highlands as 1 The folksongs are sung live by New
background. A . loosely~woven plot Orleans' Barbara Ann Shorts, The·
tells of a man who captures .an en- Voices of Inspiration, .and Members·
chanting wood nymph, loses 'her in of the Bethel· Baptist Church. From
the mist of the forest, then finds her the upbeat"Roun' About DeMounagain. .
{
. ·. / tain" with full corps de ballet to the
The; music by Mendelssohn ariU inspirational "Come Sunday", an
.choreography by Balanchine conjures adagio of a woman in mourning (per;
images of rolling hills in agreen and formed· most excellently by Debra
purple palette. . .
Kelly), to the rousing finale with full
· This piece; like Concert &rocco, .is corps "Evecytime I Feel De Spirit",
an endless . progression of pastoral the audience's attention .. never
scenes with complementary lighting wavers .
.. by Steven Bernstein· and authentic . They are held by the deep, mourncostumes executed~ by Claudia.Lynch ful alto of Ms. Shorts as her voice
from the original Blanchine designs. resoniltes -through the Music Hall,
'Although it is the title work of the and by the energy .and bean of the
complete program, it lacks strength choreography ~ and the dancers
and expression in the· dancing ex- themselves. Annie_Peacock·Warner's
hibited by the men,· a: virility costumes and Mr. Berstein's.lighting
necessary for an excellent rendition of .scheme funher add to the mood of ·
this work.
. ;the spirituals.
.
, · ., For the benefit of any .Xavier
The final piece of the night, With · balletomanes, the remainder of the
Timbrel and Dance, Praise His season looks equally .. promising .
Name,. is definitely the highlight of Poeme Lyrique and The. Nu.kracker
the opening of the Cincinnati - are ·among future evenings at the
Ballet's season. ·
ballet
·

Due to ~n overload ofdata ;mda scarcity _of nee~ed space, the Public Opinion Poll,scheduled to appearln tliis issue will instead be newscast one week
from today, .. Favorit~ shampoos, beers, and soap operas· are still being
tabulated·.
·
·
··
At the time of this printing, the leader5 in the respective ca~egories were
Finesse, Michelob, and "All My Children"·- with ·.:General Hospital" not
too. far behind. : . . .. . ·
.,
: •· ·· ' . · · · · ·· .·.
··
If you would like to submit your preferences instead of waiting· be polled;
just drop off }iour-in(oimation at the mailbox outside the News roo,m. It's
:looking Uke a_photo fi.~ish.·.'. .. ... . . ..
\•-· ...... ·

Cincinnati Art Mu1eum hon~ra the golden •nnlv.-raary of James Abbot.
McNeill Whl1tler'1 birth with a special exhibit dllplliylng hl1 etching• end
prlnt1,fro~
22.~ 18_erch 10(The.etchlng plct.-I'Jd ebov•J•:the.Oict
Putney BildQe, 1878..
·
... . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

''·'. '.' ...

Is • scene. f~m the fl_nele of the ballet. Scoti:h Symphony
which was performed at Musl~ hat! Sept.
.
.
.
.
-·

'.
..

·wANTED:
'
To share ride from
the, Tri-County, .. · ··
Hamilton or
..
Fairfield area to:
'. Xavier~
... a·1/_.Dian·a ·. ·: '''·•. ·'·'t'
C
896-9517
'~~

. ~ •,.

;·

. , ~;.. ....... '

t

,•!

.·

-~.~.-.-. • - .,'!"!'••-----....;,;,~•. '
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Dregs lat8st release diSplays fine musicianship
~·

_,

.
.
commercial-sounding effon of the
album, and one.of only two tracks on
the album which contain vocals. The
dregs are not lyricists, and nowhere is
this idea more evident than on this
track. The lyrics, however, serve to
highlight the high level of sophistication with which the Dregs perform
their music.

BY BRIAN STAPLETON

The Dixie Dregs have always been
a hard) band to pin down. As their
name suggests, the band has strong
southe~n roots .. But they are not to be
written[ off as .a buiich of good ol'
boys. U'heir music reveals heavy
dassical influences, and some of the
.most progressive phrasing ever put to
record.

d

highlights the unique rhythmic sense
and watenight arrangements which
have become Dreg trademarks.
Side I ends with "Up in the Air'',
an acoustic guitar duet . with Steve
Hose, formerly of Yes. This· instrumental allows both Howe and
Morse to show. off their classical ex~·
penise, and the diverse styles of each
blend perfectly to create a' truly eargrabbing piece.

--

Morse performs the cleanest, fastest
lap-steel this writer has ever been
privileged to hear, and the rest of the
band is right behind him the entire
way-especialy bassist, Andy West.
West should go down in history as
one of the few bassists able to play
faster than most lead guitarists.

unique and most highly indicative of
the progressive direction the band is
heading.
·
If you are interested in harddriving rhythms, phenomenal instrumentalism, and·· music so
refreshing it's almost inspirational,
then Industry Standard is for you .
The album provides ample opportunity· to escape from lyric-laden
styles of music and simply appreciate
fine intrumentation.

"Where's Dixie?" gives way· to
. "Chips Ahoy", despite i~s
"Conversation Piece," a sensitive,
Their latest effon, Industry Stan- somewhat contemporary tide boasts.
melodic instrumental in which the
dard, reaffirms the Dress. as a moving an almost baroque tonal quality,
· Side· II begins with "Ridin' classical influences of the Dregs again
force on· the progressive music scene. with violin and piano intertWining to High", in which the Dregs highlight surface. Guitar, piano, and violin
INDUSTRY STANDARD BY
Side I kicks off with ''Assembly create a unique backdrop against both their past andpre~ent by setting combine to produce the unique harThe Dregs
Line'', an image-laden tune which guitarists St~ve Morse can exer- explosively, progressive licks against a monies which are a consistent ele** The Dregs are: T Lavitz,
highlighted by the spa5tic violin of cise .his prowess.
tight southern blues rhythm. All ment of the Dregs' music.
Rbd MOTgenstein, Steve
Mark O'Connor, and the tonuously.
members of the band shine on this
Morse, Mark O'Connor and
tight rhythm section of Rod MorgensStandard ends with ''Vitamin Q'',
Next is "Bloodsucking Leeches", a piece, performing. more . of the
Andy West .
tein (drums) and Andy West (bass.). rocker if ever there was one. Morse's ground-bre~ing music '-they have another progressive/blues tune ·
True to its title, the song conveys the. inovative leadwork takes the been producing since their inception. highlighting the rock-solid rhythm ' ** Produced by Eddie Offord
and Steve Morse
hurried, machinated atmosphere of ·forefront on this number, daz~ling
Next is .. "Where's DiXie?", some . section of West and M:orgenstein ·
Lyrics by Steve Morse
_the assembly line.
·
the listener with lightning speed and of the most sophisticated foot- This song was correctly chosen to end
Next is ''Crank it Up'' the ·mosJ amazing clarity. "Leeches' also stompin' music ever set to vinyl. the album, as it is perhaps the most ! ** ~:U News. rates it a *****

j••

Rock Aliens' voyage ends in disaster for viewers · time in a refrigerator.

BY; JOHN BIRKENHAUER

The best. thing about Voyage of
the Rock ·Aliens is that it will probably die quietly before too· many
people are subjected to it. Not a moment too soon, either, for this
"movie" is undoubtedly the worst
.disaster to crawl onto the screen this
year. And judgi~g from this film, it
must ~ave been a lousy year. .
There are so many bad things
about this film that it's hard to
decide where to stan concretizing
them.
There are these aliens, who drive
around the galaxy in a guitar shaped
spaceship, and play very bad newwave music. They spend thei~ spare

Musically, the crew (in real life; a
band called Rheema) would sound
exactly like Devo, except that ·they
don't wear funny hats and they
aren't quite as good-which is saying .
something.
.

Well, these aliens land on Eanh,
Germaine Jackson does a duet with
and their leader; wbo is cleverly called ABCD (Tom Nolan), falls in love Pia Zadora that even his brothers
with Dee-Dee (Pia Z,adora). But Dee- wouldn't applaud. Ruth Gordon
Dee, is in love with Tommy, (Craig plays a cranky, old, s~nile sheriff,
Sheffer), the leader of another, even whose. character wouldn~t be funny
worse rock group, The Pack (who are even if the.idea were original.There is.
reallyJimmy and the Mustangs). ,The· not a single moment in this film that
Pack look. and sound like a brain- is in 11ny wayinteresting, or funny, or
damaged version of the Stray Cats.
even vaguely musical. 1'he freshest '
The rest of the story deals with the JOkes are very bad cliches-especially

Remarkable Recohlng
climbs. college_· charts
·'

.·

question of which of these lucky guys
gets to keep Dee-Dee.
There is a sub-plot abouit a chainsaw murderer (probably the .most
like·able person in this film), but no
one in this movie falls victim, unfortunately. So the sub-plot somehow
manages to add to the idiocy,

·.

the Lake Eerie jokes, which weren't
funny.five year ago and haven't improved any..
·
One performance deserves special
note, though. Pia Zadora, as DeeDee, proves that, just when you
thirik that things are bad, they get
worse. For those of you who thought
that .no one would ever do anything
worse than she acts, she shows that
she sings even more atrociously.
There should be a law against her.

Voyage of the Rock Aliens is not a
failure simply because it never tries to
be anything-even garbage. It's a
shame a movie like this was ever
made, but things could get worse.
They could make a sequel.

'1~1t

SGA elections on Sept 26, 27, 28!1 '(OUR VOTE CAN
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE.
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!' VOTE! VOTE!.VOTE! VOTE!
VOTE!
Sept. 26, 27, 28.
: :w""ha::. t: : ar""'e:.:.yo""u:.::do:....in-g-on-Se-pt-.2-6-,2-1-.2_8_be_rw_e-en-t-he

1VOYAGE OF THE ROCK
ALIENS
* A KGA/lnterplanetary Curb
Production
* Producer - Micheline Keller
and Brian Russel
* Written and Directed ·James
Fargo
* Starring Pia Zad'or, Tom
Nolan, Craig Sheffer
(Special appearance - Germaine Jackson)
Rated Pg - Mild sexual content,
canoon violence.
X.U. News rates it (no stars) ·

SfAi!U

Only one more day, Maynard. Can you 'wait?

Major League Apology-due

To Chris, Steve, Ted, Maria, and·Chuck: Xavier misses·
you! Bonjour!
'
Rauen, what's wrong with red socks and a black suit?
Give 'em a break. It's West Chester!

to

the Editor's ignorance,

our very own John Tymoski was not accredited .with the
crCative insight into the world of King Crimson. Sorry

John.

Anyone interested in a green carpet to fit wall-to-wall in

'
.
d d
b'
Jean B. and Pat McD - Chimmy chimmy bang ban~--· Brockman should call x3))1 for more info.
Reconing has pro uce two lg
Shimmy Limmy gang bang. . . Sha-ma Iamma •Dmg Brockman 342....:..thcrc's your new connection-Go For
It!
Just when-you thought American singles for REM, "Rockville" a :::hrs::::.·~of:...;l:.::0:.:-2:.::.:30;::.?...,.,..__,_--,----:---::--:c--:- Dang ... Oh, I'll never get it!!
Music was dead,.REM bursts onto the countryesque ballad, and ''Pretty See you atthepollson Sept. 26, 27, 281-TheEiection P.O. There is no need to be a social. misfit. -P.B. ... soaked tennis shoes ... cr ... some wet
washcloths ... moving news .. ,
contemporary music scene.
Persuasion," a compelling cynical ·;:Wendy,
;Bo:.: ar: .: d.:. . -my-chi/tire,
- - don't
- -listen!
- , - - - - - - Where by you?
Thanks to all the 6th floor Kuhlman gals for providing a
.
I
be
too
cool
for
words
Formed in 1980 out of Athens, · piece.
. d· Juicy). have you checked out any· deed-doers yet?
great assistance with us at the party. We'll havci to do
3-West Kuhlman let's go golfing again soon
that 1gain sometime, for sure. M.O.M.
Georgia, REM released its.first single,
While REM derives its power an · Norton my friend ...
zzzzzzzzzz
It's G.G .... not C.G.!
"Radio Free Europe;' in 1981. The clean sound by vinue oflone guitarist :.:H: :ey:: ,::.Bo.:::y,:z...~:::ou=loo:..:k.:...m'""i....,gh-ty-c-ut-e.,...in-t.,..he-m....,;,...ea-ns-.-,N-,-ow 120
worth of pean·ut butter ... no way
not!!!
instant success· of "Radio Free ·. Buck's distinctive style, "Time ~fter ::co:::m:.:.e.;:;on::..o:..:v::.er.::h::.•re~."7..':-:-::---:7---::::-::-----::-::- Sue E.-if you think fo·r one stinking minute that I'm But I'm
Ralph!
Europe" led to the'release of Chronic. Time" and "Camera" show the. Cadi:tStteerston:doNobileandlqualifyforyourPolicy not going to refer r:o you as Mike's rat, then yol!'vc got Hty
Yeah Max.
Academy type training camp?·
..
·
.That sure was some party at Marion!
Town, an LP, and.Murmur in 1983. ba. nd's
diversity insound an d pro- Kim, Wendy &: Krista: Aunt. Bunny is coming to get cobwebs-in·the;belfry.
~
Murmur exploded on· the· charts duction. i•camera" is a spectoral -~ou.
·
with Rolling Stone calling REM the ' mood piece that is sad and haunting D.T. Did you get home on time? Your dad is gonna kill
1126 East McMillan
McDonald's
"#1 best new group'! 'and both Roll- w:: as is "Time After Tim.e."
.
us for keeping you out so Iare! c.a:
Cincinnati,
Ohio 45206
Shannon,'
it's
a
rock!
A
silly
old
roi:k.
ing Stone and Record calling Murmur
Reconing is. a qua 1uy a lb urn pac k•
·
.
·
, , . l .
d •h
_:: Ly!.! n: :ne::. ,!.JIg!::o:. .:a:_:r:::oc=.=k!-:-,..,....,:-------:--t
the best new album.
.·ed with mtrlgumg yriCS an tl~ t, · Thanksto Marion and 6K for a great patty!
We. blvite you to join
Now. REM is' back with another clean performances sure to- sausfy . The mad anarchist sneaks into Postscripts again!
the crew McDonald's
Reconing. Formerly #1 for _ anyone with the syntbesiier blues. Singers' Road Railey- it's incredible!
several weeks, Reconing is currently. REM proves that a band need not be .
We are now accepting applications for all shifts at our
on the ·College Music Joumallist, 'British to be new or over-produced to
Wainut Hills location. An opportunity for homemakers,
their single "Rockville": is at ...so,. ;;._u_n.od..:g:._ood_·;.,.;,;;·~------.....:.~~
students and others who have a need for part-time employ-·
9.
:Reconing by REM
'ment.
We offer a competitive hourly rate and scheduled per-.
Reconing is a soriJt-<>ric:ntc:d album
** by International Record
formance
reviews. Your uniforms are furnished at no charge
the extremes
Synicate; ,released through
Saturday;
·sept.
29 I
. to
·music · with a l
and
we
also
offer free meals. We provide excellent trailiing
Atlantic Records
American style that
11':00
AM-1:15PM
and
a
variety
of in-store assistance. If you are willing to worr
_** produced by Mitch .Easter
to typify RE~e Murm11r; it
bald
we woUld like the opportunity to review your application.
*
*
lyrip. by M1chael
For Resistration Info
·produced by Mitch_ Easter who ·
Stype/music by REM
Call: The Center .
.
...... ~pply In perioD
2-5 p.m.. :.
orcldu1ces Let's Active.:
•• REM is Michael Stipe, Peter
- For Management at
·members include MiChael ·
No pbaae calls pleue.
'
Buck, Mike Mills·, and Bill
as voCalist, Peter Buck on lead
Berry
. ~ ..
745-3394
. • .Mike. Mills on:
and
•• Ratio& •••••
. BYJOHN TYMOSKI ·

0

••

•

at

GMAT-.
-REVIEW CliNIC

has ·

M-F

on drums.··

bass: . sill-

.;~;•:::•~;,),,:~"•"" •-,·,,~;,.~:~~,~~.:·v,~,:;l '~ :::•:'·:··:.:•,··••.'·:~·~···.-"•.''.>'·:•:··· '•:: :.· ••. •'• •
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THE .FASTEST••• ·
FREE DELIVERY IN TOWN .•.•...
.

.

.·

'\

.

'

'

,·. ,.· .s .a~ct<w.st..C~~l~t..St! ·.
sP

''

XAVIER·

-~

_.· ....

EDGECLIFF
.·-call··.
.151-7300.·

-can

531~0001·-

.(This Pepplno's Delivers Cold Eleer)

Delicious Hot Pizza (Pan Pizzas tooll) . · · ,
. Hoagys ...;_ Lasagna :...,;... Spaghetti ;.· 9aa.ta·
· Garlic Bread - Pizza' B_reaci - Co~ Beer· •· Pop~
., .

I

'

•

.

.

'.~-

'

-

•

•

.~

'

.,

....

-------------------~------------~·------~-------------------------------·---·-----·---------.--------------~~

· LARGE

: · · . . ·· -

··

·_

. :

.

.· ·

·· .· ··..

5QC,.Offl·

GARLIC BREAD .!2LARGESTEAKHOAGIEI!
WITH !_1N.Y ooo.DE~I !' . ~ oniy'•·
·">. ' '
ANYPEPPIN·o··~;~STADINNEA

7 •. ''

.

. only

•

.

. •.

,

.

. .·

.

.

:

I
1
Limit one coupon per order. Good,only with coupon. Explrn 12131/84. I

· .

·. ··

·

·

··

!

· . · .

1

Cheeee, onlone, and plcklel free on all hoqlella ' ' :
Limit one coup_o_ n per 'order. Gocid only with coupon. Explrn 12/31/84.
'.
.
' .~
'
.

L

.

Laeagna, Spaghetllor Supreme··

Limit one coupon per order. Good only with coupon.

r ' ·, ' .

Explres12/31/84·

.

•. . ' .
.

.

--iiiNNER""FOR""2"""""-F""FRii"~PI"Ziii:Fi?iN~ii(~R~:4""" '
only.

'•.so··

12" 2 ITEM PIZZA '
PLUS ·1 LITER BOTTLE OF COKE

.

'!auv---ONE
CHIE• . PIUA: :AT THE .RI!~~J. _:. ~nl~ '·•~·····
t.· ...
PRICE AND. GET A SECOND ONI · . I · .,. . · .· 11,; 2 · ITEM PI•'& · · :.
I
..
THE ·SAME SIZE FRII
. ·.
I
/
·. .
.
'
·•
. '

..

!

.Limit one coupon per or~r. Good only with coupon. E•plr• 12/31/84. I·
.
•
.
1 .

AD.DITIONAL ITEMS EXTRA ON

BOTH Plzus·. IPLU,.S

Limit one coupon per order. Good onlv with coupon. Explr" 12/31/84..
-:
·'

' ·

2

.

~· .· . ,.,.· ··

. ·..

~l~ll. ~TTLE ·OF. COkE .·•

f ·' Limit
one coupon per order. Gl)od only with coupon.< .·
Explrea
· ·. :.

1

I,

··
- .·

~2/31/84

·...
-,.. ....

,,

.. ·, ..,

